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Abstract—In surveillance related Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) applications, mobile targets can utilize intelligent motion
planning in robotics to avoid detection, which could impose
great threats on the sensor field. In this paper, we propose
countermeasures against mobile target motion planning. The
proposed solution enables the sensors to interfere the localization
and map generation on mobile targets so as to expose them in
the sensor field. We compare the behaviors of a mobile target
in naive mode, smart mode with Simultaneous Location And
Mapping (SLAM) and interfered mode where sensor nodes use
different puzzle algorithms to disturb it. The simulation results
show that the puzzle algorithms can interfere SLAM on mobile
targets and enhance the target detection performance in a WSN.
We also build an experimental testbed with Iris motes and a
mobile robot to validate our solution.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Target detection applications built on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are envisioned to ensure real-time detection of
adversary targets. The role of the WSNs is to detect and report
potential targets and suspect events that can impose a threat
on the deployed field. Most existing researches emphasize the
intelligence of sensors and have developed different mechanisms to promote detection and monitoring abilities of WSNs.
Huang et al. discuss the coverage problem in wireless sensor
networks with 2D and 3D models [1], [2]. Goldenberg et al. [3]
study the coverage and connectivity problem on collaborative
mobile sensors to ensure target detection in sensor field.
However, the intelligence of target should also be taken
into consideration. Equipped with techniques such as probing,
exploring [4] and navigating [5], adversary targets can impose
great threat on the deployed sensor field. In [6], targets are
considered smart and able to collect sensor information for
planning a minimal exposure path. To deal with rational
targets, some pioneer works have proposed countermeasures.
In [7], it is shown that a few additional sensors on the critical
positions can greatly limit the freedom of mobile targets
and increase the detection probability. Optimal placement of
sensors for intrusion detection is discussed in [8].The latter
two works require sensors to be deployed in specific pattern
ahead of the arrival of rational targets, and thus lack flexibility.
Different from previous work, we propose a solution that
can react upon the arrival of rational targets. We first investigate the intelligence of rational targets. To plan a minimal
exposure path, rational targets need to build a real-time map

of the sensor field. SLAM [9] is a typical work studying how
robots can incrementally build a consistent map of an unknown
environment and simultaneously determine its location within
the map. The key idea of our work is to interfere the map
generation process of rational targets so that targets are not
able to correctly plan a smart path based on the map. We
introduce three collaborative puzzle algorithms for sensor
nodes to interfere the SLAM process on mobile rational
targets. We build a demonstration system with Iris motes and
a mobile robot. The proposed puzzle algorithms are shown
efficient in interfering the mobile target motion planning.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we detail the entire motion planning process on mobile
targets. Three puzzle algorithms for sensor nodes to interfere
mobile rational targets are introduced in Section III. Section
IV presents the demonstration system we build to emulate
a surveillance application. The performance of the puzzle
algorithms are evaluated in Section V, which shows that they
can efficiently disturb the motion planning process of mobile
target. Section VI concludes this work and provides some
perspectives on its extension.
II. TARGET I NTELLIGENCE
In this section, we investigate the possible intelligence and
capability of a mobile target within the scope of this work.
To make smart movement in a sensor field, a mobile target
should be able to (i)get information from the sensor field
(ii)generate a map and be aware of its location on the map
and (iii)plan its path. These tasks are to be achieved through
probing techniques, SLAM and movement planning.
A. Probing Techniques
A mobile target can be equipped with vision or laser
sensors to seek the presence and location of sensor nodes.
These techniques have been known for decades, and there are
various methods to hide the sensor nodes in the field such as
steganography in [10]. In this paper, we deal with another
probing technique, that is, the target records the statistic
properties on radio signals to locate sensor nodes or make
realistic estimations through SLAM process.
B. SLAM principle
SLAM is a process by which a mobile robot (target) can
build a map of an environment, and at the same time use
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this map to deduce its location [11]. Let us consider a mobile
robot moving through an environment taking observations over
a number of unknown landmarks by its probing modules (onboard sensors or communications). At a time instant k, the
following quantities and associated sets should be defined on
the target [9]:
• xk : The state vector of location and orientation.
• X0:k = {x0 , x1 , . . . xk } = {X0:k−1 , xk }: The history of
location.
• uk : The control vector, applied at time k.
• U0:k = {u0 , u1 , . . . uk } = {U0:k−1 , uk }: The history of
control inputs.
• mi : A vector describing the location of the ith landmark.
• m = {m1 , m2 , . . . mn }: The set of all landmarks.
• zik An observation taken from the target over the ith
landmark at time k.
• Z0:k = {z0 , z1 , . . . zk } = {Z0:k−1 , zk }: The set of all
landmark observations.
In probabilistic form, the SLAM requires that the probability
distribution P (xk , m|Z0:k , U0:k , x0 ) be computed for all time
k. The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) can linearize the mean
and the covariance of the process, and hence it is used in many
works on SLAM [12], [13]. A typical EKF model can be given
as follow:
xk = f (xk−1 , k − 1) + qk−1
zk = h(xk , k) + rk

(1)
(2)

rk is the measurement noise and qk−1 is the process
noise. The dynamic model function f and the measurement
model function h are both nonlinear. The EKF is applied in
two steps: prediction and update. During the prediction step,
the next state of the system is predicted given the previous
measurements. During the update step, the current state of the
system is estimated given the current measurements.
We use a SLAM algorithm in which the localization method
is based on range measurement. A target obtains the range by
measuring the quality of reception signal when sniffing into
the radio communications between sensor nodes. We use the
euclidean distance d to denote the range between the target
T and each node ni = (xi , yi ) broadcasting its coordinates.
Each sensor node is then associated with an ID by the target
as a landmark on its map.
hi = d(T, Ni ) =


(x − xi )2 + (y − yi )2

(3)

From the measurement function, the corresponding jacobian
is used in the update process of the EKF.
x − xi
δhi
=
δx
(x − xi )2 + (y − yi )2
y − yi
δhi
=
δy
(x − xi )2 + (y − yi )2

(4)
(5)

This allows the target to build the resulting n by n jacobian
matrix Hx , where n is the number of measurements made.
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C. Movement Planning
Before each move, a mobile target runs a movement planning procedure to ensure that the movement is safe. All
verifications and computations are based on the map and
location information obtained by SLAM. For instance, Fig.
1(a) shows the Voronoi diagram of a sensor field. The positions
of sensor nodes are estimated and corrected with the previous
detections by mobile target through SLAM. The movement
planning algorithm then builds a path as shown in Fig. 1(b),
which has the maximal distance to each nodes on this map.
The next move follows the segment in the path if the target is
already located on this path, otherwise it is toward the path.
The efficiency of the movement planning depends on the
accuracy of the map and location obtained by SLAM. Therefore interfering SLAM will cause significant degradation on
the correctness of movement planning. To this end, we propose
a set of puzzle algorithms for sensor nodes.
III. I NTERFERING T ECHNIQUES WITH P UZZLE
A LGORITHMS
We denote Rc as the communication range of a sensor node.
In a target detection application, the whole sensor field should
be fully covered by sensor nodes. Therefore, the sensing range
Rs should be at least Rc /2. If we assume that the detection
accuracy of sensor nodes is uniform in its sensing coverage
area, a mobile target would be detected no matter how it plans
its movement. Unfortunately, the detection accuracy attenuates
with the increase of distance from the sensor nodes. Therefore,
the accuracy of detection is low when the mobile target is far
from the sensor nodes. This is the prerequisite to planning a
minimal exposure path.
To this end, we define an accurate sensing range Ra , which
is smaller than Rs . Within this range the mobile target is fully
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exposed to a sensor node and a sensor can call for actions
against the target.
The goal of motion planning on a mobile target is to ensure
that its distance from any sensor node is larger than Ra and
to keep as far as possible from sensor nodes. On the other
side, the goal of the puzzle algorithms is to disturb the motion
planning and to mislead the mobile target into the accurate
sensing range of any sensor node.
The coordinate of a sensor node can be decomposed into
the distance and the orientation from the target to the sensor. It
also provides a guideline for designing the puzzle algorithms:
sensor nodes may generate collaborative errors on the distance
or the orientation. Hereby, we propose three puzzle algorithms
corresponding to faking distance, faking orientation and the
combination of both.
In Translation algorithm, the sensor nodes generate their
fake coordinates using geometric translation. They report fake
locations that are with a certain distance away from their real
locations in a fixed direction. This distance is carefully handled
by sensor nodes so that from the perspective of the robot, the
locations of the landmarks are static. As a result, the target
will take the same move as its previous one and the motion
planning is interfered.
The second is Rotation algorithm which changes the direction from the target to any sensor nodes. Similar to the
translation strategy, we change nodes’ coordinates by adding
a constant deviation on the direction. It interferes the angle
computation in SLAM, and causes it to fail in the correction
of trajectory. Therefore the map generation is disturbed and
the motion planning is interfered.
Hybrid algorithm is a combination of the above two algorithms. Sensor nodes first apply the Rotation algorithm, then
Translation algorithm. The WSN elects a trap node in the first
place, and broadcasts its identity among the network. After
that, it calculates the angle difference between the current
target direction and the trap node angle. The WSN turns
around the target without being detected by SLAM. And they
applied the translation algorithm to make sure that the target
go straight to the trap node.
IV. S YSTEM I MPLEMENTATION
Our experimental testbed is composed of a WSN, a mobile
robot and a workstation. Figure 2 illustrates the system architecture. The WSN is formed by several nodes exchanging
control messages and a gateway. The robot can overhear these
messages and obtain the nodes’ coordinates. The base station
communicates with the gateway and the robot to trace the
traffic on the network and the robot’s trajectory. It is in charge
of results collection.
The WSN is established with Iris motes based on TinyOS.
The nodes communicate over IEEE 802.15.14. An MIB520
gateway configures and manages the WSN as well as transfers
the traffic information of the network to the base station.
The robot is equipped with LM3S1968 ARM microcontroller.
XBee series 1 chip (802.15.4 compatible) is used as communication module.

The software architecture is presented in Figure 3. The robot
and rational target moves in the WSN in a discrete manner.
At each step, the robot first overhears the communication
among sensor nodes to obtain their coordinates. Then the
measurement function is computed to get the distance between
the robot and the sensors. The EKF in (4)is applied to obtain
the corrected coordinates of the robot. Given the coordinates,
the next motion of the robot is planned based on a Voronoi
diagram strategy. The robot aims at moving across the WSN
on a minimal exposure path.
When the puzzle algorithm is enabled, the sensors collaborate to generate false location information to mislead the robot.
The puzzle algorithm takes advantage of the mechanisms of
SLAM. This makes the misleading purpose undetectable from
the perspective of the robot.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
This part presents both the experimental results and the
simulation results. The following parameters remain the same
in both experimentation and simulation: Rc = 30 units,
Rs = 15 units and Ra = 5 units.
A. Experimentation Results
We use the network topology given in Figure 5. The robot
starts at point S and attempts to cross the deployed field
and reach the final destination F . We generate four mobile
target trajectories under four different experimental conditions:
Ideal trajectory, with neither transmission error nor SLAM;
Under error trajectory, transmission errors are added to the
data gained from robot’s probing; With SLAM, SLAM is
added to correct transmission errors; and Interfered trajectory,
the hybrid puzzle algorithm is activated on the WSN, while
transmission errors and SLAM are still present.
The following facts can be observed on Figure 7:
1) The motion planning works well under ideal environment. It is the optimal path for the mobile target.
2) The transmission errors disturb the motion planning, as
a result, the robot deviates from the optimal path.
3) SLAM corrects the movement of the target and keeps
the target close to the optimal path. The reason is that
SLAM is efficient in correcting Gaussian noise known
as independent errors.
4) The consequence of puzzle algorithm on the target is
obvious. The target is misled thus entering the accurate
sensing range of a sensor.
In order to quantify the impact of transmission errors,
SLAM and puzzle algorithm on the target’s motion planning,
we run 100 tests under this experimentation scenario and
collect: minimal distance from any node; proximity which
indicates the average distance from the closest node during
the whole path; and path length before the robot is detected
or reaches the destination.
Figure 8 shows that the transmission errors bring the mobile
target closer to sensor nodes than in the ideal trajectory. The
SLAM process implemented on the target does not really
improve this minimal distance but does not decrease it either.
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The minimal distance to any sensor Fig. 9. The average distance to the closest Fig. 10.
The SLAM on mobile target is
node in the network. The bigger it is, the nodes during a target’s movement.
always interfered by puzzle algorithm, and is
worse the target detection is.
detected before going through the sensor field.

Fig. 8.

When puzzle algorithm is applied on sensor nodes to interfere
the target motion planning, the minimal distance chute into
the accurate sensing range, because the target is misled to a
sensor node.
Figure 9 shows that the mobile target’s proximity in the error
environment is lower than in the ideal case. When SLAM is
activated, the average distance to sensor nodes increases in
comparison to the trajectory with error.
As shown on Figure 10, when transmission errors are
added, the Path Length is longer in comparison to the ideal

TABLE I

AVERAGE PATH LENGTH ( IN UNITS )
Ideal
88

Under Error
121

With SLAM
130

Interfered by puzzle
77

environment. The SLAM process increases the path length to a
larger extent by correction with historical measurements. The
average path length of the 100 tests is given in Table I. The
puzzle algorithm can lead the target to be detected with high
accuracy before the target step out of the sensor field.
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B. Simulation Results
We runs 100 simulations on random network topologies
composed of specified number of nodes. The average distance
between sensor nodes are controlled to be approximate to
the sensing range. Three puzzle algorithms are evaluated. We
compare the detection ratio and puzzle path length.
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map generation and movement planning. We propose a new
approach for sensor nodes to interfere the motion planning on
mobile target so as to expose them. We focus on three puzzle
algorithms generating collaborative errors that cannot by eliminated by SLAM. The experiment and the simulation results
confirm that these puzzle algorithms can effectively mislead
the mobile target and enhance the target detection probability
in surveillance applications. We are currently investigating the
scenario in which the robot uses RSSI values to calculate the
positions of the nodes and find the minimal intrusion path.
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Figure 11 shows that the more the network size increases,
the higher the detection ratio is. The translation and rotation
puzzle algorithms achieve almost the same detection ratio. It
is unexpected that the hybrid algorithm is not as good as the
other two. It might be caused by the uncertainty brought about
by the transmission errors. Therefore probabilistic solutions
(translation and rotation puzzle) work better than deterministic
solutions such as hybrid puzzle.
Figure 12 shows that the Path Length under different puzzle
algorithms are very close to each other. More importantly,
when density of nodes becomes important, the value of path
length is stable. It is a good property which means that the
detection speed can be estimated despite the motion of targets.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we provide a complete paradigm for target
detection in WSNs. We assume that intelligent mobile targets
can use motion planning to travel through the sensor field
and avoid being accurately detected. The motion planning
is composed of probing techniques, SLAM for location and
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